
Lotu� Caf� Men�
8073 Georgia Ave,MD 20910-4940, United States, Silver Spring

+13015888888 - http://thelotuscafebar.com

A comprehensive menu of Lotus Cafe from Silver Spring covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here
on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Lotus Cafe:
extensive vegetarian menu, I had the crispy salt and pfeffer tofu on the suggestion servers. it came with a small
portion of rice and vegetables that were fresh and crunchy and lightly spiced with oil and salt. tofu was delicious,
portions were great and it was quickly brought out. would they visit again to try other elements in the menu! read

more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful weather. What User
doesn't like about Lotus Cafe:

the worst costume service of all time! they have given me constantly the wrong food so that they take off, they
will not correct their own mistakes, and they will not give them any refund unless they drive the food back to

them. they are rude on the phone and will just hang up on you again and again. it is not worth eating here if there
are other Vietnamese places close to. read more. Traditional dishes are prepared in the kitchen of Lotus Cafe in
Silver Spring with original Asian spices delicious, In addition, many visitors look forward to enjoying traditional
Vietnamese dishes with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Lotus Cafe. The Asian
fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Lotus Cafe. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known

menus too boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of
ingredients consume, The menus are usually prepared in the shortest time and fresh for you.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Seafoo�
CALAMARI

Noodle�
EGG NOODLES

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

EGG

MEAT

PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

TOFU

VEGETABLES
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